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Introduction  

Most recent conflict in West Africa are directly or indirectly linked to the issues relating to 

elections; either about the conduct, transparency or legitimacy issues. The issue of abuse of 

power by autocratic regimes, militaristic dispensations or manipulation of electioneering 

process has been rife. This gave the sub-region a post-independence chequered history 

characterized by repressions and resistance, numerous coups d’état and insurrections, and 

indeed protracted internecine civil wars. Electoral democracy was hailed as the panacea to 

the problem of political violence in West Africa, and it was with great expectation that the 

people of the sub-region welcomed the gradual wave of transition to democratic 

governance witnessed since the beginning of the 1990s. From that time till now, however, 

there have been plenty of hiccups and backslides in the democratization of West African 

polities. Quite worrisome is the fact that election disputes in the sub-region have come to 

be marked by spates of violence, so much so that the electoral season in many a West 

African country occasions great fear for life and property among the populace.  

Democracy is a learning process in the stabilization of peaceful power transition, and West 

Africa is discovering, like democracies elsewhere in the world, that ‘elections are subject to 

uncertainties, contingencies, and partisanship that can exacerbate rather than reduce 

conflict’.1 It is not enough to conduct elections if the apparatus of mechanisms for 

managing electoral disputes is not sensitive and penetrative enough to ensure stability in 

power transition while guarding against the recourse to violent strategies by contending 

parties. It is on the basis of this awareness that the draft Practice Guide for Election Dispute 

Management in West Africa was conceived and produced. Its rationale is not to undermine 

the legalistic approaches now regnant in the management of such disputes in the sub-region 

but rather to augment them by developing a holistic framework that addresses in a dynamic 

way the different types of contentious issues that dog the electoral process before, during, 

and after the voting season. A Validation Meeting was held on 6-7 June, 2011 to provide a 

forum for experts and practitioners to consider the draft Practice Guide, reflecting on and 

critiquing it with the aim of making actionable contributions to the eventual production of 

standard guidelines for effectively addressing electoral disputes in West Africa. Following 

this is the Training workshop for critical NGOs in the field to test the workability of the 

Practise Guide and by implementing a test-activity using the Practice Guide. This report 



 

 

highlights the main aspect of the workshop, the developed Action plan for the 

implementation of the test-activity in a Nigerian community. 

 

 

Opening session 

The training workshop started with a brief self introduction by the participants who also 

shared their experience in intervening in electoral dispute.  

WANEP-Nigeria NNC in his welcome address urged participants to participate constructively 

in the important two day meeting which will further position practitioners in Africa respond 

to electoral dispute in the region. 

The good will message delivered by WANEP Program Director gave the participants further 

insight into the background to the development of the Practice Guide on Responding to 

Electoral Dispute, this he did by tracing the different stages leading to the training 

workshop. The first stage in the process was an expert meeting in Accra where practitioners 

designed the approach the Practise Guide will take. This was followed by the development 

of a draft by the Consultant, the daft was validated by stakeholders comprising of 

practitioners, development partners, media, security personnel, ECOWAS, embassies etc 

who provided valuable input into the draft. The draft was then taken to Benin Republic for a 

two day training to enable practitioners test the effectiveness of the Practice Guide in 

responding to electoral conflict in the country. This two day training aims to provide an 

opportunity for practitioners in Nigeria to familiarise themselves with the practice guides 

which will improve their capacity to respond to electoral disputes in Nigeria and beyond.     

 

An important objective of the training is the development of a field project to assess its 

effectiveness of the Practice Guide as a sub regional best practice document for election 

disputes in Nigeria and West Africa. He explained that the purpose of the field test is not to 

have a fool proof project but to serve as a case study which will be included in Practice 

Guide. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Overview of the Practice Guide and Training methodology 

The consultant, Prof. Albert illustrated the important of the Practice Guide with the concept 

of “African solution to African problem” and that the training is to ensure the framework in 

the Guide is implementable. 

 The Practice is divided into four sections. The first section is on the general background to 

election and election dispute, the Stakeholders in Elections, the Election Process and 

Phases, the Political Framework of Elections, the Institutional Framework of Elections and 

the Legal Framework of Elections 

 

The second section is focussed on Contexts and Contents of Election Disputes, with 

subsections on Power as the Architecture of Disputes, Manifestation of Election Disputes, 

Types of Electoral Violence, Generic Causes of Election Disputes, Specific Causes of Election 

Disputes, Categories of Election Failures and Election Dispute Progression Spectrum 

  

The third section is focussed on different methods of Managing Election Disputes and the 

taxonomy of response mechanisms. These include the Adversarial Dispute Management 

Process, Negotiation as a Non-Adversarial Method, Mediation as Facilitated Negotiation, 

Conciliation and other Non-Adversarial Methods. The section also deals with general 

framework for election dispute management and rapid response to disputes. 

The fourth section of the practice guide is devoted to cross cutting issues in responding to 

electoral dispute. This includes using Multi-Track Diplomacy framework highlighting the role 

of the Media, Funding, Security sector, CSOs, gender consideration. Other issues covered in 

the section are the issue of Elections and technology, Election dispute monitoring, Early 

warning systems, Evaluating Election Dispute Management and building personal, 

institutional and procedural credibility. This section also focussed on using the Practice 

Guide. 

 

The consultant and facilitator of the training explained that the workshop will focus on 

Section three of the Practice Guide looking critically at the different methods for 

management of electoral dispute. The training workshop will comprise of group works 

which will enable participants discuss issues of elections and electoral dispute in Nigeria at 

the post election period to determine the best response mechanism to be used. This is to 



 

 

prepare the participants for the development of the test project to be implemented at the 

identified level of the Nigerian community. 

 

Comments and clarification: 

The question on if the Practice Guide is proposing using Alternative Dispute Resolution  

mechanism for resolving electoral dispute was asked, concern is that this is a new field and 

practitioners need to build their capacity on how to use ADR for electoral dispute as against 

going to the regular courts. The facilitator explicated that violations of electoral law or 

procedure is mainly handled in court and the use of non adversarial means of resolving 

electoral dispute is new. The idea behind the non-adversarial means is that it must be used 

before the parties go to court, once parties go to court non adversarial can no longer be 

used, as none of the parties is at liberty to approach the court to dismiss the case. Court will 

also be reluctant to release a court case to NGO for resolution.  

The PD suggested that the participants look beyond cases in court but to communities still 

experiencing a lot of tension from the election process as possible areas of testing the 

Practice Guide.  He explained that what can be done during polling and declaration of 

election is the management of emotions of the parties to reduce the chances of arbitrary 

decision. 

Another challenge of responding to electoral dispute is that it is unique and highly political, 

electoral problem is seen as an outcome of the problem in the electoral and political 

system. The issue of poverty and resource sharing contribute to electoral dispute, so the 

issue of pre election period is very key. 

The concern about the competition between the use of the Practice guide and the legal 

professionals was raised as the adversarial method will be the most used one even with the 

availability of the Practice guide. The complexity of the election dispute is a reality and a 

clog in the wheel of popularity of the Practice Guide. 

The comment about if the facilitator was able to get best practises and case study of using 

non adversarial means of responding to electoral conflict from elsewhere was asked. It was 

confirmed that the only case study gotten was an adversarial one, between President Bush 

and Al gore highlight speedy hearing of the case was a good conflict management strategy. 

The question was posed on why people go to court after election? If the reason people go to 

court can be a window of opportunity for use of the Practice Guard using the proscribed non 



 

 

–adversarial method. The facilitator however explained that the two day training is for 

participants to identify why people go to court. He illustrated with the case of Rtd General 

Buhari of CPC that if the judicial system of Nigeria is one of the causes of the post 

presidential election violence because identifying the problem will guide the intervention.  

Additionally, it was emphasised the goal of the Practice guide is not for court system to 

disappear but focussed on how can we can use the prescribed non-adversarial methods to 

reduce violence related to election, for example Gen Buhari said he will not go to court after 

the elections but not that he will not seek redress, and the redress he sought was the 

violence.  Using non-adversarial methods do not also stops the users of the Guide from 

working with the judiciary if going to the court will reduce violence in electoral dispute. 

Working with the INEC can also be to reduce tension. The focus will not be on results and 

candidates, but on how to reduce tension and violence even before the elections, acting 

early enough to put in place measures to manage the potential violent situation for example 

the General Buhari case of inciting his supporters to cause violence. The fact that people 

lose face with losing election is a major driver of the post election crisis, what political losers 

often do afterwards is to sponsor instability. 

It was noted that the number of election petitions in court after the 2011 general elections 

is 80% lesser than what was recorded at the same period after the 2007 elections, this is a 

major indicator of the success of INEC in the 2011 general elections. 

Using the Practise Guide to respond to issues at the parties’ primary level to resolve intra 

party and inter party dispute was also agreed on as a very good opportunity for 

practitioners’ interventions. 

 

Working session  

Basic concepts: Dispute, Conflict, Management 

Three categories of elections in West Africa 

 Those who do not belief in election and therefore do not conduct election, for 

example Ghaddafi in Libya 

 Those who do not believe in election but still conduct it, for example Biya in 

Cameroun 

 Those who conduct regular but marred elections - Nigeria 



 

 

The conduct of free, fair and violence free election will go a long way in positioning Africa to 

enjoy good leadership and development. 

 

Concept of Dispute and Conflict in election  

Dispute is doing something contrary to what laid down regulation says, a dispute is defined 

by law and must be solved by law, whereas conflict is not defined by law. Most of issues 

around elections are described as DISPUTE and as it is prescribed by law the opportunity of 

handling this issues as conflict has being limited. 

Africa is failing because all the effort has being on looking at elections issues as dispute and 

not conflict which can be resolved in a non-adversarial way. 

Dispute is inherent to election world over as election brings two people together to 

compete for limited resources. The difference per country is on how countries deal with the 

dispute arising from elections. Election is traumatic for people in Nigeria and West Africa, 

election period comes with fear as it has come to be seen as a period when lives will be lost 

with people losing their homes and livelihood with relative psychological and structural 

violence. The Practice Guide is designed to reduce the violence and stereotypes associated 

with elections in West Africa as it provides actors responding to electoral dispute with the 

framework to reduce violence in electoral dispute. The availability of the Practise guide may 

have gone a long way preventing the chaotic post election crisis in Cote d’ivore. A testimony 

from the Independent Electoral Commission of Benin republic during their training on the 

use of the Practice Guard in is that the availability of such a guide would have helped them 

in engaging the CSOs to carry out some of their activities which they failed at for better 

elections in the country. 

The fact that dispute must go to court cannot be remove from elections, NGOs can 

therefore begin to develop strategies to work with the court and the political parties 

especially on how to solve their issues and rebuild relationships rather than going to court. 

NGOs can make use of the multi track diplomacy framework working with different 

stakeholder in responding the electoral dispute. 

The Practice Guide can also serve as resource for NGOs to develop project proposals, 

building on the proscribed framework, the bottom-line is to reposition NGOs to address the 

issue of tension around elections working with the media, security sector, women’ groups 

etc. 



 

 

The facilitator explained that he had to improve the aspect of facilitation in the PG after the 

Benin republic training as facilitation skill can enable practitioners facilitate meeting for 

political parties and other key stakeholders to reduce tension. 

Management is not to say the situation is going to disappear, but on how to manage the 

dispute in elections to prevent violence. Practise Guide: is to challenge users to think 

beyond the position of an ordinary person, what one sees and what is actually happening 

 

Framework of Election: 

The Political Framework  

This framework looks into the political environment of a country that determines whether 

the elections would be free, fair or violence-free. The type of country conducting election 

may fall into any of these categories: a society experiencing democratic opening, a society 

under transition, a society in which democracy is being consolidated or a society where the 

democratic space is dwindling but only conducting elections to please the international 

community. The type of context determines how elections is conducted and its success as 

well as the level of dispute from the election. 

 

The Institutional Framework  

This framework considers the fact that Election is both a political and human right activity, 

with its institutional and legal framework as a way of establishing the context within which 

disputes could arise in the process. Every sovereign state entrusts the management of its 

election to a formal institution duly furnished with some powers and responsibilities under 

the law, “Election Commission” which could be independent or otherwise. This Commission 

handles issues of political parties, eligibility issues, registration, polling, result collation and 

declaration etc.  

 

The Legal Framework of Election 

The legal framework of an election refers to all legislations and pertinent legal and quasi-

legal materials or documents related to the elections. It considers the issue of protection of 

the rights of all those involved in the electoral process, the possible complainants an 

effective avenue of redress.  It also provides effective mechanisms and remedies for 

compliance with the law and the enforcement of electoral rights, and it defines penalties for 



 

 

specific electoral offences. Without this kind of framework, an election could become a 

disorderly competition that could lead to anarchy.  

 

 

IDENTIFYING CAUSES OF ELECTORAL DISPUTE 

Generic Causes of Election Disputes 

There are four main causes of election disputes. These are (i) resources (ii) values (iii) 

psychological needs and (iv) communication.  

 

Resources: The term “resource’ is used here in the context of power politics. Competition 

for resources: political position, to makes money, for prestige and status. In society where 

people see public office as opportunity to serve the problem is lesser if not, politics is a 

money making venture and opportunity to protect them from arrest under the law for the 

immunity it provides. 

Values:  An election is a value-based social experience. It is based on the understanding that 

the best way to rule a society is through popular consent. It is therefore required that those 

participating in politics would recognize and work within the ambit of this value. Disputes 

arise when politicians or their supporters are opposed to the basic value of an election, 

most especially the rule of law. In most West African countries, politicians do not have 

ideology, the ideology they have is money and naturally they do anything to protect their 

money and source of livelihood. As long these politicians do not have ideology there will 

always be dispute. 

 

Psychological needs: Electoral democracy leads to disputes when the psychological needs of 

individuals and groups are not supportive of an orderly political transition.  The availability 

of aggrieved and bitter parties may be a precursor of election dispute. 

Communication: What people say or fail to say during elections could affect the legitimacy 

of an electoral process. In this respect, disputes could arise within any of the following 

situations: where people are not sufficiently informed about their electoral rights and 

duties; where people lack knowledge of the electoral laws or the aspects of their national 



 

 

constitutions dealing with elections; where political campaigns are reduced to mudslinging 

matches; and where journalists report election-related issues in a manner that could 

engender more conflicts. 

 

Specific Causes of Election Disputes in Africa 

Protection of incumbency: Elections, by their very nature, are uncertain and competitive 

processes. Violence ensues in situations where there is a strong possibility of changing 

existing power relations and the incumbents are unwilling to cede power. This has been the 

case in Africa, as elections are often associated with tension and the eruption of social 

antagonism over the capture and control of the state.  

 

Absence of a tolerant political culture and the entrenchment of a dominant-party system: 

The conduct of democratic and peaceful elections requires a tolerant political culture, which 

seldom exists in former one-party state systems and/or dominant-party systems in Africa.  

The design of the electoral system: The structure of an electoral system can either 

exacerbate or de-escalate electoral conflict as it has a direct impact on identity and 

ideology. The extent to which a system is regarded as fair and inclusive may determine the 

possibility of post-electoral conflict. Violence often occurs when elections are ‘zero-sum’ 

events and ‘losers’ are excluded from participation in governance. One lose election and 

lose face in Nigeria hence the ‘do or die’ approach by especially incumbent to win elections. 

Management of Dispute is another aspect that the Election Commissions should look more 

into 

 

Comments  

Elections in Nigeria is still about money wt politician using money to buy vote while many do 

not even bother to campaign but will still win. Federal government through the Central Bank 

refused Banks to grant politicians’ loan as it often leads to bad loan, this went a long way to 

influence the outcome of the 2011 elections.   

The gains associated with holding political position are enormous and if this remains 

electoral dispute will continue despite NGOs efforts. 

The issue of personalization of power and the incumbency factor plays a big role in fuelling 

electoral violent. 



 

 

The issue of the psychological mindset of the supporters in perpetrating violence to show 

the candidate they are ready to do anything for S/he or to show that their candidate is in 

power was also raised. 

The issue of the fact that election dispute either by fraud and technical errors must be 

handled in court is a major challenge that practitioners using the Practice Guide will be 

faced with. 

 

Brainstorm session on possible areas of intervention to test the workability of the Practice 

Guide. 

The suggestions are to intervene in the ongoing General Buhari and President Jonathan 

dispute, the respond is that this is not possible as the dispute is already in court and none of 

the parties is at liberty to just go and withdraw the case. 

A suggestion was for the practice guide be used to settle the internal PDP dispute over the 

disruption of its zoning arrangement by the new Speaker of the House of Representatives. 

Another suggestion for the intervention to be at the state level to address the dispute 

around disbanding of state LGA council by the State Governors, the challenge was the 

limited knowledge of the framework surrounding the disbanding. 

The issue of a preventive intervention toward the oncoming LGA elections was also raised 

and the concern about if Nigeria is in a pre and post election stage was asked. 

The issue of inputting in the proposed Constitution review was raised and the facilitators 

explained that the objective of testing the workability of the Practice Guide is to see what 

should be added or removed before the PG is published. 

A suggestion of Imo state Assembly was also given. 

 

MANAGEMENT OF ELECTION DISPUTES 

Disputes, occurring whether before, during or after the conduct of an election can be dealt 

with using five possible handling styles: 

(i) avoidance/denial  

(ii) strategic withdrawal  

(iii) confrontation  

(iv) third party decision making and  

(v) joint problem solving.  



 

 

Avoidance/Denial: This has to do with doing nothing about the problem with the hope that, 

with time, it would go away. Institutions and individuals resort to these conflict response 

mechanisms for three main reasons: (i) fear of direct intervention (ii) deliberate impunity 

(iii) and bystander syndrome.  

Strategic withdrawal: This response mechanism looks like avoidance/denial on the surface; 

but it is not. It has to do with not taking any immediate action on the problem or taking a 

mild action but seizing the opportunity to buy quality time and space to plan and take a 

more decisive action.  

Third party decision making: This has to do with having to refer the conflict to a higher body 

with decision making powers for settlement.  In most cases, this approach involves judicial 

settlement: a legal mode of pacific dispute termination. 

Confrontation: This has to do with the use of military force to reverse an objectionable 

situation.  

Joint Problem Solving: This has to do with the disputants working together to find mutually 

satisfying solutions to the problem. It also involves a neutral third party (usually a mediator) 

working with the disputants to deal with the problem.   

The five dispute handling styles discussed above can be further broken into two broad 

categories: (i) the adversarial and (ii) non-adversarial. The adversarial methods are those 

that depend absolutely on legalism and the use of force. This includes “confrontation” (use 

of security agencies, sanctions etc) and “third party decision making” (use of the court of 

law whether at national or international level) to deal with matters arising from electoral 

processes. On the other hand, the non-adversarial approaches are those in which the 

parties still retains the power to control the dispute management processes. The most 

important dispute handling styles in this respect are negotiation, mediation and conciliation. 

The point must be made from the outset that the non-adversarial mechanisms are useful for 

dealing with election results dispute only before the official announcement of the results. 

But once the results are announced, the aggrieved party must go before the constitutionally 

vested authority to find solutions to the problem otherwise the outcome of the resolution 

method might not enjoy legitimacy. 

 

 

 



 

 

Adversarial versus Non-Adversarial Dispute Management Methods 

Whereas in adversarial dispute management systems, the power of the third party 

intervener has to be recognised by institutional law, in the non-adversarial method the 

power of the third party must be recognised by the disputants themselves. Without their 

consent, the management of the problem is impossible.  

Non-adversarial approaches to be considered by those interested in intervening in election 

disputes: 

 Facilitated dialogue 

 Process promoting workshops 

 Peace commissions or peace committees1 

 

Facilitated Dialogue: This has to do with a third party neutral trying to restore 

communication between warring parties with a view to helping them to narrow down their 

areas of disagreement.  

Process Promoting Workshops: This has to do with bringing the disputants together under 

same roof to be taught, whether directly or indirectly, strategies for dealing with the kind of 

problems they face. They are thereafter challenged to put the lessons of the workshop into 

practice.   

Peace Commissions or Committees: This takes two forms. The government either 

establishes a permanent or semi-permanent commission that could deal with those issues in 

election disputes that could be resolved outside the court of law.  

 

Multi Track Diplomacy 

Different other stakeholder apart from the government alone can intervene in electoral 

dispute; the multi-track diplomacy framework can help us to understand this better. The 

multi-track system was directly developed due to the inefficiency of pure government 

mediation- (Track one diplomacy)- in order to incorporate all other aspects of third party 

intervention in conflicts.  

                                                 
 



 

 

 (a )Track one diplomacy: Government: This entails the use of command functions and 

deployment of political institutional capabilities to prevent or manage dispute and build 

peace.  

(b)Track two diplomacy: Non-government and professional: this approach refers to 

intervention and management initiatives by nongovernmental or professional individuals 

and groups. It covers the activities of civil society groups, domestic NGOs, and peace 

practitioners and specialists serving as the cutting edge for conflict prevention, 

management and peace building initiatives.   

(c)Track three diplomacy: Business: this form of conflict and peace intervention approach 

tries to bridge socio-economic opportunities and responsibilities.  It is an effort that 

promotes enabling business environment in a stable social order.  

(d)Track four: private citizens:  This approach shows the several interventions and 

management styles that are adopted by the people themselves to enhance social order.  It 

also refers to notable individual members of the society working voluntarily towards the 

prevention and management of conflict and peace building.  

(e)Track 5: Research, Training and Education: This approach is the intellectual hub of 

conflict and peace intervention.  It is an approach that rests on analytical tools, and 

generates data on conflict and peace dynamics for policy and action.  The track enriches 

understanding of issues, actors, nature, character, and dynamics of peace and conflict, and 

lays the foundation for a more enduring human interaction in a given system.  

(f)Track six: Activism: This approach involves the activities of individuals and organizations 

that position themselves as advocates of the masses and champions the cause of the 

disenfranchised in the society.   

(g)Track seven: Religion: this is the engagement of faith based leaders and groups in conflict 

prevention, management and peace building.  Using value based initiatives, the track 

considers the supremacy of the creator over humans and focuses on justice, equality and 

service to humanity.   

(h)Track eight: Funding: The activities of bilateral and multilateral donor communities in 

conflict and peace intervention are the focus of track 8. The impact of this track is most felt 

in emerging democracies and economies because of high levels of poverty, 

underdevelopment and bad governance.   



 

 

(i)Track nine: Media: The crucial roles of the opinion-moulding organ in peace practice are 

covered by this track.  The media constitute a crosscutting track that affects other tracks 

and defines the context and dynamics of a conflict. Media intervention plays vital roles in 

either escalating or de-escalating conflicts.  It often determines and influences the attitudes 

and behaviour of conflict actors and stakeholders, and could be a veritable tool for shaping 

perceptions towards conflict transformation.  

The idea of the multi-track diplomacy is to identify which of the nine tracks is best suited for 

a specific cluster of conflict management and peace building activities, and to decide how to 

use such where appropriate.  It also implies that all the tracks have a role to play in the 

management of election disputes and post-election peace building.  

 

Process Promoting Workshop in Imo state 

After much discussion intervention in Imo state House of Assembly to a united House, with 

APGA and PDP legislature working together for the success of the state. The intervention 

will be to test the Multi level Diplomacy Framework as well and as the Dispute Management 

Tools 

 

A participant Austin Onuoha was given the task of developing the concept of the proposed 

intervention in Imo State House of Assembly. 

 

 



 

 

Day 2 

Presentation of the Concept note for the proposed 2-day intervention in Imo state. 

Theme: Mainstreaming Peacebuilding in Legislative Transition in Imo State. 

Background 

Political contests in Imo State has been as contentious as the evolution of the state. Imo 

State was created in 1976 from the old Eastern Central State comprising of the five states in 

the southeast geopolitical zone. In 1991, Abia was excised from Imo State. According to the 

2006 census figures the population of Imo State is about 3 million. In 1979, Chief Samuel 

Onunaka Mbakwe became the first elected governor of the state under the presidential 

system of Government. In 1983, the election was almost stalemated between the 

incumbent Sam Mbakwe and Nwakanma Okoro. The situation got so bad that Mbakwe had 

to go on air to personally announce himself the winner of the election. Before he could 

settle down in his second tenure, the military struck in December of 1983. From then till 

1991, Imo State had a succession of military administrators until Evan Enwere was elected 

governor on the platform of the National Republican Convention (NRC). Enwere’s election 

was not unconnected with the squabble between members of the Social Democratic Party 

(SDP). SDP was clearly the choice of Imo people but due to inconclusive primaries and 

internal party tension, they lost the governorship. After this Imo never had an elected 

governor till 1999 when Achike Udenwa won the election under the PDP, Hhe again won a 

second term in 2003. In 2007, the election was once again stalemated within the PDP and 

Ikedi Ohakim of PPA became the governor. After winning the governorship he declared for 

the PDP and that is when the trouble began. In 2011 he lost to Rochas Okorocha who was 

the APGA candidate. The election which brought Okorocha to power was initially 

inconclusive and this generated so much tension in Imo State. This led to minor skirmishes 

and the militarization of the area. Even when the final result was declared election was not 

held in Oguta LG. The election of Okorocha generated so much dust because ‘it is not the 

turn of his zone’ to produce the governor. Since then the Imo State House of Assembly has 

been split into two. One half is PDP and the other is APGA. Tension began to manifest five 

days before the end of the previous assembly when some members impeached the speaker 

and all other principal officers of the house and on the day the new house was inaugurated, 



 

 

the new speaker and his deputy declared for APGA. Since then tension has been simmering 

because of the fact that the two parties have equal members of the house of assembly. 

 

Description of the project 

This project will involve the use of process-promoting workshop to get the participants to 

identify the issues that could lead to governance stagnation and violent conflict. It will also 

involve the hosting of a two-day consultative meeting using multi-stakeholder dialogue 

model. It is intended to test and pilot the practice guide that is being developed with a view 

to updating it as needed.  Some of the key objectives of the intervention include:  

 To douse the tension in the house of assembly that was generated by the last 

elections.  

 To remind the house members that after the elections they are now representatives 

of Imo people and therefore must work together to make laws for the good 

governance of the state.  

 To remind the lawmakers that they also have a responsibility to work collectively to 

provide effective checks and balances on the executive arm.  

 To foster the spirit of cooperation and collaboration instead of competition among 

the assembly members. 

 

Methodology 

This project is basically a process-promoting workshop intervention to help the legislators to 

identify the issues that is dividing them and the potentials of these issues to generate 

violence in the state. The process shall be interactive and participatory. Some of the issues 

may also be taken up in plenary. Using the Multi-Track Diplomacy Framework, we shall 

identify and select participants to the program. But because of the top-down nature of this 

framework we will deliberately emphasize the participation and full representation of 

women. The activities that will guide the project are as follows: 

Track 1: Government: From this group we shall invite The Governor, The Speaker and the 

Chief Judge of the state, the police Commissioner, National Orientation Agency and Civil 

Defence Others from here include all the principal officers of the house namely:  Deputy 

Speaker, Majority Leader, Minority leader, Chief Whip and Minority Whip. Others are Clerk 

of the House and other members of the state house of assembly (13 persons). 



 

 

The second cohort from this group include; the chairman, deputy chairman, secretary and 

publicity secretary of the CAN, PDP and APGA. The women and youth leaders of both parties 

shall also be in attendance (18). 

Track 2: This is the civil society group and they include the following: Nigeria Labour 

Congress (Chairman), Nigeria Bar Association (NBA), and Director-General of Ahiajoku 

Foundation (3) 

Track 3: Business – the president of Owerri Chamber of Commerce, Mines and Agriculture 

(1) 

Track 4: Private Citizen (President Association of Town Union Presidents (1) 

Track 5: Academia (Prof. Anyanwu of the Department of History, Imo State University) (1) 

Track 6: State Chair National Council of Women Societies (1) 

Track 7: Religious leaders: Chairperson, Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) (1) 

Track 8: Funders (Dr. Abbey Onadipe, UNDP) (1) 

Track 9: Media (Chairperson, NUJ) (1)  

A Total of 41 participants, some of the participant are just for the opening ceremony.  

Activities for the entire project include: 

1. Sensitization and mobilization: This will involve distribution of letters of invitation to 

the parties involved, selection of venue etc. 

2. In-house planning session to agree to content of agenda, facilitators/resource 

persons etc. 

3. Hosting of event proper 

4. Next steps – establishment of Imo Peace Accord (IPA) – a non-partisan interparty 

peace and conflict resolution committee. 

5. Report of the intervention/evaluation/lessons learned. 

 

 

 

Proposed date for the activity: July 19 and 20, 2011 

Venue: Imo Concorde Hotel, Owerri  

Agenda for the program  

Day One 

Opening Ceremony 



 

 

MC – Austin Onuoha 

Opening prayer- Chairperson of CAN 

Introduction of Members of the High Table: MC 

Welcome – WANEP PD 

Key note address – Reflection on Elections in Africa- Prof. I.O. Albert 

Goodwill message: Peace Scholars Association 

Goodwill Message: Society for Peace Studies and Practice 

Goodwill message: Florence Iheme – ECOWAS 

The Governor’s Address 

Tea- break 

Session 2:  

The Role of the Legislature in Conflict Prevention and Management – Prof. Suleiman E. 

Bogoro 

Discussion: The Challenge of Fulfilling role of Conflict Prevention and Management Dayo 

Oluyemi-Kusa. 

Lunch 

Session 3: 

Conflict analysis – Prof. Albert 

Discussion: Group work – analyzing post-election disputes in Imo State. 

Day 2 

Reflections: Elections, learning lessons from other lands. 

Review of Day 1 

Questions and comments from Day 1. 

Tea break 

Scenario-building – Program Director, WANEP 

Discussion and group work 

Lunch 

Applying the methods to suggested challenges – Prof. Albert 

Group work: 

The Way Forward: Making Imo A Model of Good Governance – Austin Onuoha 

Closing 

 



 

 

Comment: 

Austin Onuoha was commended for the excellent output which reflected the agreement 

reached about the project on Day one. 

It is a PROCESS WORKSHOP 

The facilitator emphasised that the process workshop is clear in its objective of 

RECONCILIATION TO HARMONY IN IMO HOUSE of ASSEMBLY toward effectiveness. So the 

theme ‘mainstreaming peacebuilding in legislative transmission in Imo state’ is apt. Others 

suggested ‘consolidating intra and inter party relationship for improved good governance in 

Imo state’. But the former was agreed on. 

The question was asked on if a Process Workshop is a good way of resolving election 

dispute. The goal is not for the activity to be successful, but to test and see the workability 

of the Practice Guide and also wet the appetite of the legislators and Governor to be able to 

invite us back for the proper mainstreaming of peacebuilding in their activities. 

Again this will be an opportunity for WANEP as NGO intervene in a post election. The 

Process workshop will be a well facilitated discussion forum. 

Duties and responsibilities toward the successful implementation of the project was shared, 

with Austin Onuoha facilitating the process, while WANEP will provide the funding. The 

facilitator and other participants are also responsible for different aspect of the project.  

 

Closing: 

The Program director of WANEP promised looking into how a debrief of the process bringing 

together the different stakeholders that have contributed in the development of the 

Practice Guide, the debrief will hold in University of Ibadan at a date that will be 

communicated. 

A possibility of a public presentation of the Practice Guide is still being discussed by WANEP 

and ECOWAS. 

Another goal of the Practice Guide is to create a pool of experts to work on election dispute 

in West Africa. 

Remarks:  

The Program Director of WANEP thanked everyone for their active participation while Ogo 

Okanya thanked WANEP on behalf of the participants. 



 

 

 

 


